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L In a number of cases, e.g. when one detects rare resonance 
'" ,.'., ! 

decays, it 1s necessary to mea.sure r.ecoil.neutron,velocities by the 

time-of-night method and . the neutron emission angie with a high' 

detection efficie~c:.)2;3,4,5/. In' this case the extension of scintillator 

I dimensions is inevitable: 
" 

111.' ~f/l/a lx12x40 ~m3 scintillation counter has been' tested, 

'. and the possibility t.o 'deterntine ~ninteradion poi~t (+ :?oS cm) by . 

the time inte~between the~rrival of the li~ht sig~lsat the';h~ 
tomultipliers at two oPPol?iteends of the flat scintillator has been 

found. 

,This Pa.p~r is devoted to the investigation of'the_precision 

deter~ination <:>f a c<:>~~inaie by the time interval between the arri
. . , -. . 

val of the light signals at the ,cathodes, at two opposite ends of a 

plastic scintillator and the accuracy in the measurement of the 

'time-of-~ightw:ith a' 8 'x 8 x '130 c~3 plastic ~~intillat<:>r used as' 

one of the basic counters. 

,. 
" 
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1. 	Counter Description ~t. 

3The counter under investigation consisted of a 8x8x130' cm 

plastic scintillator, two light guides of organic glass and two photo-

multiplies. of type-56 -AVP•. • 
3

The plastic scintillator is pasted. of two pieces 8x8x65 cm 

each. The light' guides' are made in the form of a right truncated 

cone ,with the bases D. = 8 cm and d = 5 cm. The 5, 15 and 

25 cm light guides were used in the measurements., The plastic 

scintillator and the light guides have been optically polished and 

are coated with aluminium foil. 

The pion beam ( E~ = 4 Gev)of the Dubna synchrophasotron 

was used for· investigating the counter. 

2~ The Accuracy in the Determination 


a Scintillation Counter 


. In order t~ inv~stigate the accuracy in lhe determination of 

.	the .coorciinat~ in: the .130. cm' scintillato~, the ~diagram given in Fig.1 . 

wasused.~o photomUltipliers of 56 AVP type 4.2·cm in diameter 

of the photo~athode' were applied in the counter.' A. special selec

tion of photomultipliers has not been done•.The measurements were 

made using the light guides, of 0.5, 15 and 25 cm long at the points 

distant by' 5, 25, 45, 6~, 85 and. 125 cm from one' end of the sc:1n

tillator. ,1
The pion beam was selected with the help of' two co:unters'S 1 

and 8 2 2.5 cm in diameter and 1 cm thick '(seeFig. i). 
'1 

,I. 
The linear gate circuits (LG) with an opening time of 50 nsec 

were controlled by the output pulse of the coincidence counters SI .: 
and 8 2 • The signals from the photomultipliers were fed to 	the LG . , 

!
inputs and then to the circuit of the '.'stanlt-"stop" time-amplitude 

convener. 
, 
i 
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Fig.l 'Diagram of measuring the interaction coordinate. 

. The output pulses of the. time-amplitude conVerter were-

fed to a 512-channels amplitude analyser. A calibration charad 

of the time-amplitude converter obtained with the help of a puis 

geryerator is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 C:illbration characteristic of the time-amplitude 
converter. 
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Fig.l Diagram of' 'measuring the interaction coordinate., 

The' output pulses of, tlfe time-amplitude converter were' 

Ced to a 512-channels amplitude analyser, A callbratio,n charaderistic 

of the time-amplltude co~erter obtained with tne help of a pulse 

, generator is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 Calibration characteristic of the time-amplituqe 

\ converter. 
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The main experimental results are presented in, Table .1. val.,from the moment of the light flash in,.the scintillator to th 

The 'values of' the "average light velocity" in the counter obtained rent pulse on the anode ,..of the' photomultiplier was measured 
. 

with the 'light guides hfc 

column' of Table 1. 

Ta8eeJ 


h 
em 
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25 

f. 

II 
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U I 'f"CI. 
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1.21 

1.34 

,1.26 
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Analysing the path 
, 

. . I . 

=' 0,:5, 15, 25 em'. are' give;; in. the .second experiment. ' 
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channe 
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Since the rays coming to the photocathode due to multi 

reflexions make a principal contribution to the formation of th 

this gives a significant. increase of the time interVal measured 

sequently, the!9-verage propagation' speed of the' light signa.l 

be smaller than the' propagation speed of light in the scintiU 

( v<=c/n where n equals 1.59 is the-refraction coefficiemt of 

scintillator). 

The thrid column of the Table gives the calculated valu 
,! 

\ the minimum' possible value ofllie light 'signal speed. on the. a 
J. ::;1"1". 
. • JI ption of the meridional path of the light. 

The "minimum light velocity" was estimated by the' form 

v = .kv. where k = e./ L . (e· is the length of the scin
min ,< max 

with the light guides, L m;'x. is the maximum .light propagation 

possible for our system). 

As is seen from .the Table, the "minimum velocity'! of li 

larger tflan the average propagation velocity of the light sig 
. ~ . .. 

The latter is the reason of the fact that a, greater part ofli 

energy in similar systems propagate along the. curved scr.ew

line (6). The' time (~t ) and space ( ~ s = v -t/ 2) intervals.. corr 

ing to one channel of the analyser are presented in the fOl..trti 

IUmrl of :·the Table•. 
in the cou nter of this configuration, 

.' ' I' !he acduraCY'of the coordinate l~ca1izati.on (0")., in the 
one can see that straight rays have a minimum .path. to the photo-. 

cathod and rays propagating at an angle of whole internal, reflexion 

ha~ a maximum path. '!'here is an effective angle which depends 

on the height of thQ. light guides. This dependence varies the "ave-. 

rage propagation speed" of the light in the counter. The' time inter-

6 

unter averaged over ,seven points along the scintillator (5, 

45 ••• '125 'cm) fOI' th,e lightgtiides 0, 5,'0 15 and 25 cmlong i 

given in the fifth .column (neglecting S1 and S2). 
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nted in, Table ·1. 

he counter obtained' 

'e. given in, the second 

(1 

8% 

9.1 

5.7 

1.0" 

'. 

;!rof this configuration. 

npath,to the photo
,;"- ' 

{ole interr1aI, reflexion . 

n,gle which; depends· ' 

ence.varies: the "ave-. 

unter. The'time inter

val ,from the moment of the light flash in the scintillator to the cur

, rent pulse on the anode . of the photomultiplier was measured in the 

experiment. 

Since the rays coming to the photocathode due. to multiple 

reflexions make a principal' contribution to .the formation of the pulse 

this gives a significant increase of the time interval measured. Con

sequently; the average propagation spe9d of the light sigOOJ. should 

be smaller than the propagation speed of light in the sCintillator 

Cv=c/n where n equals 1.59 Is the refraction coefficient of ,the 

scintillator). ' 

The thrid. column of the Table gives the calculated values of 

the minimum possiblE1 ..value of the light signal speed, on the assum.If
j ption of the meridional path of the light.; 

. .. . 

The "minimum light velocity" was estimated by the formula 

v=kv, where k = f -I L ,( f is the length of the scintillator 
mIn , ' max 

, . with the 'light .. guides, L",..x is the maximum light propagation length 

possible f~r our system). 
" 

As is seen from the Table. the "minimum velocity'! of light is 
. '. . . . .. . 

larger t!<an the average propagation velocity of the light signal. 
"-.' -' .,..

The latter is the reason of the fact that a greater part of light, 

energy insi~ilar systems propagate along the curved screw-shaped 

line (6). The time (l'H ) and spa.c? ( .:\s= v.t/2) jnterval~. .correspond

ing to one channel of the analyser are presented in the fourth co

lumn of ··the Table•• 

The acduracy: of the coordinate localization (0'), in the c~ 

unter, averaged over ,seven points along the scintillator (5, 25, 

45 ••• ',125~cm) for the' Ught 'gUides O. 5, . .15 and 25 cmlong.is 

given in the fifth column (neglecting SI and S:I ). 
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As it follows . from the data. obta.ine;l, with the aecreasir'lg'of 

the height of the light guide the precision in the "determination of 

the coordinate increases. For the light guides (0, 5, 15) this, to a" 
, 	 ' 

great extent, is the reason that the average propagation of the light 

signal in the counter decreases. And only in the case of the' 25 cm 
" - - • • I. 

light guide the elTer in the determination of the coordinate ,is intro-' 

ducedby the light guide itself. 

When the length of the light guide is ~ and 5 cm one observes 

the dependence of, the average propagation velocity of the' light sig

nal on the flash coordinate. This dependence is explained,for 

example, by the difference in optiCal paths of the light signal (at 

the ends of the scintillator light propagates to the nearest' photo

cathode with a shorter optical, path) and by the light attentuationin 

the scintillator. 

, As a result, a slight non-lineario/ of the" counter calibration 

is. alSo observed. The 'calibration for the light guides (0.5 and 15cm) 

is presented in Fig.3. As is seen, the calibration of the 15 cm light 

gUide'!!; closelat'to the linear one•. The estimate 'of the calibration 

non-lineary for the 0.5' and cm light guides. is' given· in the 

last column' of the Table. 

'In the same arrangement (see Fig.1) the 56 TVP photomultipli~ 

ers and the -15 cm light guides V\lere -used for another measurement 

(see ,Fig.1). 

In this case diode voltages of the photomultipliers V\lere' ad.,.. 
• 	 • " . ... j,J 

justed bya minimum value of the jitter with a light Jiode (Gallium' 

Phosphide).. ' " , 

The Jitter in the centre of the 'photocathode found to be equal 

to 0.15 nsec. 
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Fig.3. Calibration 	char~cteristic of the counter with th 
and·15 cm light guides. 
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Fig.4. spectra of the spatial resolution for sevenpoin: 

by 5,25••• 125 cm from the end of the. scintillator. 
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The resultS obtained are given in Fig.4. The accuracy in the 

determinatIon,;;'f the ,coordinate. averaged over seven pointS arid' 
. .. - .. . 

I; taking' into account the dimensi~ns of the counters 51 and.5 2 I is 

equal to +····1.7 cm. As is seen from Fig.4. the sPatial resolution is 
. .... - . ",.~. 

practically independe.nt of tht:! particle entrance point in the. counter. ....;... 
. The' ca1lbratIon linearity is 1%. 

3. Accuracy in ''1'ime-of-Flight Measurements. 

The tIme-of-flight of pions between the 8x8x130 cm 3count~r 
(With the 15 cm light guides) and the basic 'Counter 2.5 cm in 

diameter and 1 cm thick measurements are presented by ~e dl.agram, gi:" 

ven in Fig.5. The 56 '1'VP photomultipliers. were used for counter 5' 

and 'the photomultIpliers-36 - for counter 52 

B 

Tr n" n- n ~IO 
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-
i........ 

a 
c 

Flg.5. Diagram .. of the tIme-of':"flight measurement between 
counters 5 2 and 5 
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1. '1'0 a, f~t 'approxiinatIon. the light pro~gation velo 

be a parameter. characterizing the optical system. 

2. The iight guides in the form' of a. rlgi'lt truncated C 

•decrease spatial resolution in long scintillators. and improve
, . 

3. The light guides with the cross section'equal the .
section of the scintillator are the opti~l ones in the syste 

similarmture. Such a light' guide should combine good spa 

,solution with linearity. 
4. The' counter non-linearity eff~ts on the accuracy 

.0f..:.f1ight measurements due to the deterioration in compensa 

the propagation time of the light signal in the counter. 

11 

The time signal from basic counter 52" is :fanned out ini 

pulses. They are simultaneouslY'fed to the inputs "start" of 

tIme-amplitude converters 1 and 2. The pulse~ ·from the corrE 

ing ends of counter. 5. are fed to the .inputs "stop". After linE 

adding the o~tp~t '~ul~es' ~i.:the tI~e-amplitude' co~~rters 'are 

'to the in~ut bf the: 512-ch~nneis amp~tud~ analyser. ;he met 

described permits to determine tIme-of-flight independe~t1Y'~f 
partici~entran~~ point in the, count~r , , '/1/. " " " , .. " ' 

For the diagram calibration and"delayadjustment the 'li! 
, 

diodes 'mounted in the counters Were used~ 

The tIme-of-flight has been measured in seven points c 

c~unter(~.125... 125 cm). The accuracy in the measure.ment 
. .: . '. ',,"" • t" ' ." 

tIme-of-flight, averaged over seven time spectra, is equal to,. - , ' '. " :~': ... 

The maxima of the time spectra (for seven ,points along' cour 

were pra~tIcallY registered in the sarn~c~annel o(the analys~r.
" " ; " !' ~ " ",,: ' ',~ , • -', ',' • ':< - , 

accuracy of comp'ensa~onof '. the light, signa.!. prop::1gatIon timE 

counter 5 is ,not worse '. than 70 '. nsec. 

c Ius 0 n s 

http:independe.nt
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The time signal from basic counter 8 2 is/fanned ,out into two 

pulses. ?=,hey are simultaneously ,fed <to the inputs nstart"of two 

time-amplitudeconverters 1 and 2. The pulses from the correspond. " 	 ',' '. . . 

i~ends, of counter 8 are ~ed toth~ ..inputs "stop". After linear 

adding the outp~t'~ul~es' of.~the ti~~mplitUde converters 'are fed . .>:'" __ "",' _.. ' ~- , -, . - . ,- : - ': ,- '- ' " ",'_ : 1;.,. ' , ,•• 

; 	 to the iriput of the: 512-channels amp~tude analyser. ~he;Fethoo. 

described permits to determine time-of-flight independently of the 
'I' " , 	 ',' '/1/ .' 

partic1eentranc~ point in the count~r, 
, " - ,-. 	 -" ' 

For the diagram calibration and "delay ,adjustment the 'light 

diodes mounted in' the counters -were used. 

The, time-of-flight has been mea~ured in s,even, points of the 

counter (5,125... 125 cm). 'J:'he accuracy in the measurement of the, 
,. ' - '; . - - • ~ ~ I. . \ 

time-of-flight,averaged over seven time spectra, is equal to +0.38nsec. I 
, ,,,' . -,'. 

The maxima of the tim~ spectra (for 13even ,pointsalon,;{C'9unte~ s) 
1''''' 

-were practically I registere~ in the same channel o(theanalyser. • The 
• • , '-', 	 • -,' 1 .':.' ,: • 

accuracy of compensation of the light signal" propagation time in 
"~ _. " 	 7' 

counter 8 is ,not 'worse than 70 nsec. 

,Conclusions 

, ' 

1. To a, first approximation, the light propagation velocity may' 

be a parameter, characterizing the optical system. 

2. The ilght guides In the, form' of a, right ,truncated cone 

decrease spatial resoitition in.1ong scintillators', and improve linearity. 

3. The light guides with' the' cross section'equal 'the cross 
, . 	 . 

section of the scintillator are the optir:nl ones in the sys~ms of 

siinilar na.ture. Such a light guide should combine good spatial re..: 
solution with linearity. 

4. The' counter non-linearity effects on the accuracy in time-,. . 	 . 
of-flight measUrements due to the deterioration'in compensation of' 

~e propagation time of the Ught signal in the counter., 
" 

11 



.In.conclusion, the authors would like to exp,resstheir <grati
. ,." t' , 1> ;~ • 

tude, to V.P. Lesnikov, V.I. Prokhorovand A.A.; Ryumin for their help. 
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